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ABSTRACT
 
This project was developed as a respons<}to the problem of;
 
standardized testing—aform ofevaluation that does not offer the
 
teacher afull picture ofa student's abilities, nor does it meetthe needs
 
oftoday's holistic methods ofteaching and14arning.
 
This project provides a discussion ofthe theory and research
 
on portfolio assessment,as wellas a handbo4k on how teachersin
 
grades 1-5 canimplement portfolio assessm4ntin their classrOiOms.
 
Portfolio assessment is an authentic method ofstudentevaluation that
 
enables teachers to acquire an ongoing pictu^ie oftheir students!as
 
readers and writers. This t5q)e ofassessmen meets the philosophical
 
needs oftoday's holistic methods ofteaching and learning as well as
 
involving students into the process ofself-evaluation.
 
The teacher's handbook is divided into t o sections. SectiofU
 
one describes what portfolio assessment ehtails, and section two
 
provides teachers with an 
.ri^
explanation ofva: ous forms/assessments
 
which may be used to document student groAlvth as well as student
 
reflections.
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INTRODUCTION &STATEMENT CF THE PROBLEM
 
There is a growing movement toward ctianging how we view
 
educational assessment. Yesterday's standardized methods of
 
evaluation do not appear to meet today's holi=3tic methods ofteaching
 
As educators continue to move toward the wJlole language model of
 
reading and writing, many are finding that tilhe old methodsof
 
evaluation no longer are applicable.
 
This new shift in student evaluation is nbt merelya passing trend;
 
in fact,the English-Language Arts Framework(1987),addresses the
 
problems associated with standardized testing:"Classroom teachers
 
have long understood the inadequacy oftest scores for identif3n.ng all
 
the dimensionsofstudents'success in school"(p.33).
 
One issue troubling educators is that test scores do not reflect
 
objective learning,an aspect which mayfocuis undue attention on the
 
students'weaiknesses instead ofthe students'strengths. According to
 
Routman(1988),standardized testing often fjocuses on what stodents
 
can't do,as opposed to whatthey can do.
 
Due to the limitations ofstandardized tekting,a need hassurfaced
 
for alternative forms ofstudent evaluation,one suchform is portfolio
 
assessment. Although the use ofportfoliosin education is afairly
 
recent development, portfolios have been used for many years in
 
business asa way to both display and evaluatsi a person's skills and
 
accomplishments. Professionals,like artists and writers.
 
  
commonly use portfolios to showcase their"beSt" work,and now an
 
increasing number ofteachers,administrato^is,and school districts
 
are turning to portfolios asan effort to better assess their students
 
(Vavrus,1990).
 
Portfolio assessmentis a systematic and organized collection of
 
student selected work which serves as a basis for ongoing evaluation
 
(Vavrus,1990). Portfolios reflect actual day-to-daylearning acnvities
 
ofstudents and their reflections based on their work. A portfolic also
 
documents student development(Strengths dnd weaknesses)and
 
focuses on growth(Hamm & Adams,1991).
 
Portfolios maytake manyforms,but th^;y commonly consist ofa
 
file folder which includes samples ofa studen|t's work(selected by the
 
teacher or the student),observational notes tkken bythe teacher,a
 
student's self-evaluation ofprogress over a cejrtain period oftime,and
 
collaborative progress notes made bythe student and teacher. The
 
items placed in a portfolio mayinclude written responses to reading,
 
reading logs,selected daily work,pieces ofwrfting at different stages
 
ofcompletion,classroom tests,checklists,uni projects,and audio or
 
video tapes(Valencia,1990). According to Valencia(1990),a portfolio
 
mustinclude a wide range ofthe student's wiqrk,"The key is to ensure
 
a variety oft5T)es ofindicators oflearning so that teachers,pareiits,
 
students,and administrators can build a complete picture ofstudent
 
development"(p.339).
 
The use ofportfolios also offer teachers aia opportunity to
 
examine their teaching practices. Through the use ofportfolios,
 
teachers can reflect on classroom instruction,determine their
 
alliance with the curriculum,and monitor the progress oftheir
 
classroom. In addition,teacherscan use the information gained
 
from portfolios to manipulate classroom instruction for their students
 
(Far West Laboratory for Educational Rese4rch and Development,
 
1991a).
 
The whole premise ofportfolio assessmehtis addressed in the
 
English-Language Arts Framework(1987)in which it states,
 
"Good assessment practices willinclude infernal daily activities
 
assessment will be structured to assess studeints'strengths and
 
accomplishments,not simply weaknesses or ailures"(p.33). T.nese
 
key components in evaluation make portfolio assessment consistent
 
with the state's guidelines on evaluation as discussed in the
 
framework.
 
According to Grant Wiggins,director of research for Gonsiiiltants
 
on Learning,Assessment and School Structure(CLASS),a leading
 
authority on portfolio-based assessment,there are several reasons
 
why portfolio assessment has gained growing interest and popularity.
 
First ofall,the work being done in whole lanjjuage and process
 
writing has caused the state to move awayfrom standardized teists
 
for writing. Second,there is a general move toward assessment
 
reform as more attention is focused on school reform,restructuring,
 
and teacher accountability. And finally, with the restructuring of
 
schools becoming more common,educators Eire looking at whai:
 
other countries,organizations,and institutions are doing as a way
 
to establish a betterform ofstudent evaluation. Their findings show
 
that schools in other countries have moved toward performancje
 
evaluation(Vavrus,1990),a category that inceludes portfolio
 
assessment.
 
The use ofportfolio assessment meets thE needs oftoday's
 
holistic methods ofteaching. It provides teachers with a clearer view
 
oftheir students'development and growth notcommonly seen in the
 
traditional methods ofevaluation. In addition, portfolio assessment
 
promotes an authenticform ofevaluation—an elementfound iia the
 
whole language model. Because ofthe advantages ofportfolio
 
assessmentfor both teacher and student,this form ofevaluation will
 
become more prevalentin the coming years;however,teachers may
 
find themselves in unfamiliar territory when confronted with
 
mandates to use portfoliosfrom their adminisjtrators and district
 
office. For this reason,a handbook on portfoli<o assessment would be
 
beneficial for teachers who do not know where to begin. The goal of
 
this project is to develop such a handbook which will enable teachers
 
to make the transition into this style ofstudent evaluation. By
 
providing examples ofvarious instruments of assessmentsuch as
 
observation checklists,reading miscue inventories,and spelling
 
analysis,teachers new to portfolio assessment can more readier
 
grasp the principles needed to successfullyimplement this type of
 
evaluation,and begin to explore ways to custbmize the use ofportfolios
 
in their classrooms to best meettheir needs a|nd the needs oftheir
 
students.
 
 LITERATURE REVIEW
 
The review ofliterature on portfolio assessmentindicates that
 
this t5^e ofauthentic assessmentis one ofthe current directions
 
student evaluation is taking. Since today's methods ofholistic
 
teaching do notfit yesterday's standardized laethods ofevaluation,a
 
transition process—i.e.,the use ofportfolio aifssessment—is taking
 
place in order to make student evaluatiPn consistent with the ciurrent
 
philosophy ofteaching.
 
This review ofliterature is organized int0the following areas
 
that will examine the variouscomponents an|d issues pertainin?to
 
portfolios: (a)whatis a portfolio? (h)how is portfolio assessment
 
differentfrom standardized testing? (c)how dp portfolios fitin with
 
the whole language philosophy ofteaching and learning? (d)what
 
goes into a portfolio?(e)what are the roles ofthe teacher and the
 
student? and (f)how are portfolios evaluated
 
Whatis a Portfolio?
 
A portfolio is a collection ofstudent wort;thatshows whata
 
student can do. Portfolios focus on growth a:nd documentthe
 
development ofstudents. According to Hamm and Adams(1991),
 
"A portfolio is more than a'folder ofstudent Work-itis a deliberate.
 
specific collection ofaccomplishments"(p.2Q|)
 
In a recent interview,Qrant Wiggins,di:rector ofresearch for
 
 Consultants on Learning,Assessmentand School Structure(Cl ASS),
 
cites portfolios as a sample ofwork that repr(}sents two perspedives.
 
First,it contains samples which students consider to be their best
 
work. Second,portfolios incorporate examples ofstudent work
in
 
various t5T)es ofgenres(Vavrus,1990).
 
De Fina(1992)reinforces Vavrus'definition ofportfolios
 
stating,"Portfolios are systematic,purposeful,and meaningful
 
collections ofstudents'work in one or more subject area"(p. 13).
 
Therefore,student work is notthrown together in a haphazarc
 
fashion but rather in a way which best reflects a student's
 
accomplishments(De Fina,1992).
 
In addition,De Fina(1992)states that portfolios should contain
 
the actual day-to-day work ofstudents whic1 reflects whatthey have
 
learned. He also believes that portfolios should project the student's
 
ongoing efforts, progress,and accomplishments over a period ftime
 
so that growth can be observed.
 
How is Portfolio Assessment Differentfrom Standardized Testing?
 
In examining the validity ofstandardize(d testing,Tiemey.
 
Carter,& Desai,(1991)presented four main problems: (a)test
 
reflect an outdated view ofclassrooms and r^trict goals for learning,
 
(b)formal tests reflect a limited view ofreading and writing,(c)tests
 
disenfranchise teachers and constrain instructional possibilities,and
 
(d)students are not engaged in self-assessmjent.
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According to Tierney,Carter,&Desai(1991),"Standardized
 
and formal classroom testing are removed ftom the teaching and
 
learning that naturally occursin the classroom"(p.26). Thus,the
 
items on standardized test do not reflect whai is being taughtin our
 
classrooms nor do they represent the day-to-day work ofstudents,
 
Mostimportant,standardized tests do not show whatstudents can
 
really do.
 
Standardized tests reflect an outdated v.iew ofreading and
 
writing which makesthe results less valid. These tests do not t£ike
 
into consideration such aspects as the backgi'ound experience orthe
 
reader or writer. Instead,emphasis is placed on verbatim recall and
 
reading comprehension isjudged on predetennined responses 3oth of
 
which offer a limited view ofreading and wijiting(Tierney,Carter,&
 
Desai,1991).
 
The use ofstandardized tests do not allow students and teachers
 
to become empowered inlearning;teachers are not recognized as
 
being capable ofmaking decisions based on tlie individual
 
instructional needs oftheir students and students cannot expressa
 
view oftheir strengths and weaknesses,goals,and achievements.
 
Tierney,Carter,& Desai(1991)discussed the discrepancy between
 
standardized testing and the role ofthe teacher and student: "Testing
 
is nota partnership between student and teacher,self-assessment is
 
nota goal,and as a result,assessment seemfto remain detached from
 
learning"(p.34).
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Standardized tests provide an evaluation ofastudents abilities at
 
one particular pointin time. They do notfuUy reveal whata student
 
can do,nor do they require in-depth thinking. In Becominga Nation
 
ofReaders: TheReport ofthe Commission on Reading(1985),the
 
Commission states that standardized tests do not provide a thorough
 
assessment ofa student's reading compreheiision and should be given
 
in conjunction with additionalforms ofassessmentsuch as
 
observations ofreading,critical analysis ofa selected reading,and
 
writing doneindependently by students. In addition,tests need to
 
stress the goals ofreading instructions as closely as possible ant]their
 
results should not be over-emphasized(Anderson,Hiebert,Scott,&
 
Wilkinson,1985). For these reasons,it is imiportant to evaluate
 
student's accomplishments by using a number ofalternative
 
procedures at different points in time(Far\/est Laboratory for
 
Educational Research and Development,1991b).
 
The portfolio approach ofassessment offers students and
 
teachers an alternative to standardized testing. De Fina(1992)
 
compares portfolio assessment and standardized testing by listing
 
attributes ofboth forms ofassessment. Stanjdardized testing is an
 
unnatural event,it summarizes a student'sFailures,it provide
 
ranking information,and it is a one-time evaluation ofa student's
 
abilities on a particular task. Conversely,portfolio assessment occurs
 
in a student's naturalenvironment,it provides a student with an
 
opportunity to demonstrate his/her strengths and weaknesses,it
 
allows students,teachers,and parents to eva uate the student's
 
accomplishments and attempts,and it is an cmgoing process that
 
provides many opportunities for observation and assessment.
 
Portfolios are beneficial because they reflect the tj^e of
 
evaluation which would be found in a whole language classroom—
 
a classroom structured on the principles oftlie whole language
 
philosophy:
 
Ideally,we envision a classroom where Students are involved in
 
judging themselves with the support ofi eachers,peers,and
 
parents.Self-assessment helps students to take steps toward
 
becoming lifelong learners and assists students with taking
 
responsibility for their learning process and the work they
 
produce. This kind ofassessment requiresa new kind of
 
partnership between teachers and students—a partnership
 
where teachers help students assess themselves. It requires
 
viewing assessment as a goal for learning rather than an
 
outcome. (Tierney,Carter,& Desai,1991,p.34)
 
How do Portfolios fit in with the Whole Language
 
Philosophy ofTeaching and.Learning?
 
The philosophy ofthe whole language modelsentails vievpng
 
reading as a process that combines the cuei|ng systems ofgraphic,
 
syntactic,semantic,and content—which a: e used to predict, confirm,
1

and integrate meaning. In this model,meajiing is the basis ofreading;
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in other words,meaning is constructed through the combination of
 
the reader's background knowledge and the\mtten text. This is not
 
sajdng that meaning is in the text itself,but t|iat it arises during the
 
transaction between the reader and the textin a particular situational
 
and social context. Thus,meaning is derived from the constant
 
interplay between the reader's mind(schemsa)and the language of
 
the text. Therefore,readers must bring meajtning to the text in order
 
to get meaningfrom it(Weaver,1988).
 
According to Weaver(1988),we bring djifferent life experiences
 
and different schema with us when reading a text. Our schem
 
depend on a number ofsocial faictors: ethnic and socioeconomic
 
background,age,and educational attainment. In addition,schema IS
 
influenced by ourinterpretation ofthe social and situational context.
 
Thus,because the reader-text transaction occurs within a sodail and
 
situational context,reading is a socio-psycholinguistic process.
 
In the whole language model,language is learned as a process
 
necessary for communication. According tc Goodman(1986),
 
language starts as a means ofcommunicatii:an between members ofa
 
group. Because ofthis interaction,life views—as well as culture and
 
its value—arelearned throughlanguage. Language makes it possible
 
for people to link minds together. In addition,Goodman(1986)states
 
thatlanguage enables people to reflect on their experiences and
 
express themselves orally(speech)and symbolically(print).
 
Therefore,language is importantto one's survival in society aitad
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also enables learning to take place.
 
By processing the symbolic representation oflanguage,
 
through reading and writing,an individual can delve beyond their
 
background knowledge and gain new insights and meaning
 
regarding the world around them. According to Harste,Short and
 
Burke(1988),"Reading and writing are transactions whereby
 
language users begin with concepts and belie is, butin the process
 
free themselvesfrom whatthey presently think,feel,and perceive
 
(p.9). Hence,the authors believe thatreading and writing,i.e.
 
literacy,is a process ofoutgrowing oneselfin order to solve
 
communicative problems.
 
Smith(1985)believes that reading and writing are so
 
interrelated in ascertaining meaning through language that tlle two
 
processes should not even be considered separate,especially in ;he
 
learning ofa child. He states.
 
Children learn about both reading and ^[mting in learning the
 
uses ofwritten language.. . . Ever3d;hing a child learns about
 
reading helps in becoming a writer. Ever3rthing learned about
 
writing contributes to reading ability. To keep the two activities
 
separate does more than deprive them oftheir basic sense,it
 
impoverishes anylearning that might take place, (pp. 12i5-27)
 
To successfully implement the whole language modelinto the
 
classroom,both the teacher and the student mustadopt different
 
roles than those previously expected ofthem. The role ofthe whole
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language teacher is to facilitate learning,to involve studentsin
 
planning what will be learned(student voice) and to enable students
 
to experience the process and form oflanguage through readinbJ
 
writing,speaking,and listening. Whole language teachers are
 
"kid-watchers"(Goodman,1986). According to Goodman(1986),
 
through kid-watching,teachers are able to eAmluate and revise their
 
teaching strategies. In addition,using this a]?proach allowsteachers
 
to help their students learn to evaluate themselves;"They[teai lers]
 
also help pupils develop ways ofevaluating t'leir own development,of
 
knowing when they are and when they are not successful in using
 
language and learning through it"(p.41). ViThole language teachers
 
evaluate students through observation,logs,checklists, portfolios with
 
writing samples,records ofreading experiences and other learning
 
activities,and Reading Miscue Inventory(RMI), Materials used by
 
the teacher contain natural and familiar vocabulary(predictal:::)le
 
books and literature),and thematic units. The whole language
 
teacher involves the studentsin group learn:ng,journal writing.
 
Silent Sustained Reading(SSR),and composing.
 
The role ofthe student,in the whole lanraage model,is to
 use
 
reading,writing,speaking,and listening to obtain meaning. They are
 
also	involved in decision-making concerning their learning:
 
Students in whole-language classrooms are aware oftheir own
 
progress and set their own goals and dire;ctions. .. .Students
 
monitor their own learning because they are part ofthe
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curricular partnership. By presenting v^^hat they know and don't
 
know,and whatthey want to find out,they are taking ownership
 
oftheir learning. (Weaver,1988,p.271)
 
In keeping with the whole language philosophy ofevaluation,the
 
portfolio approach ofassessment,captures ancd displays the bes each
 
studenthasto offer(Valencia,1990). Valencia also believes
 
that the portfolio approach encourages us to use different ways of
 
examining learning and hasthe validity that
 
assessment offers. In addition,she presentsfour guiding principles
 
ofthe portfolio approach ofassessment: (a)sound assessment is
 
anchored in authenticity oftasks,texts,and contexts,(b)assessiiment
 
must be a continuous,on-going process thatshows student
 
development,(c)assessment must be multidimensional-

committed to sampling a wide range ofcognitive processes,affective
 
responses and literacy activities,and(d)assessment must provide for
 
active,collaborative reflection by both student and teacher. Thesefour
 
principles provide a powerfulform ofassessment which no single
 
standardized test can reveal.
 
What Goes into a Portfolio?
 
Whatgoes into a portfolio depends on the intended audience and
 
the purpose ofthe portfolio. The audience might consist ofteaclers.
 
principals, parents,and peers. Teachers,as the audience,would use
 
portfolios to determine the effectiveness ofchassroom instruction.
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evaluate student growth,monitor classroom progress,and examine if
 
components ofthe curriculum are being met. Principals,as the
 
audience,would use portfolios to determine student progress.
 
Parents,as the audience,would look through student portfolios DO
 
learn ofstudent progress and growth. Peers,as the audience,would
 
view other students'portfolios asa means for encouraging
 
cooperative learning,collaboration,sharing ofideas and feelings,as
 
well as peer tutoring(Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
 
and Development,1991a).
 
Once the audience is determined,the puiTpose ofthe portfol10
can
 
be established. Purposes for portfolios mayinclude: communication,
 
reflection,and choice. Portfolios may be used as a vehicle of
 
communication by the teacher to discuss stu(lent growth with
 
parents. Portfolios may also be used as a nori threatening place
 
where students can reflect on personal growi;th and document their
 
learning. Finally,portfolios may provide stutdents with a choice—a
 
choice which enables students to chpose what they consider to be
 
important about their learning and growth(Far West Laboratory for
 
Educational Research and Development,1991a).
 
Additional puiposesfor portfolios listed byDeFina(1992)include:
 
developing a sense ofprocess,creating a meainsfor student evaluation,
 
empowering students,setting individual goals,providing real-life
 
learning opportunities,and determining the effectiveness ofteaching
 
practices. Developing a sense ofprocess refers to the student's bility
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to recognize thatafinished piece ofwork is the end product ofi
 
process that entails a series ofsteps which wi1include changes and
 
modifications. Creating a meansfor student self-evaluation allcws
 
students to develop a criteria for examining their own work has(d on
 
guidelines presented to them. By using portfolios,students become
 
empowered in their learning because they develop a sense of
 
ownership in their work and ideas. Through phe use ofportfolios,a
 
student's strengths and weaknesses are easili^ recognized. This allows
 
the teacher and student to set goals together—^thus individualized
 
instruction can he arranged for each student. Portfolios provide real-

life learning opportunities requiring students to reflect on actual day­
to-day thinking,reading,and writing tasks. ; jast,by reviewing
 
student's portfolio,teachers can determine ifthe approaches they are
 
using are working for the student and/or class.
 
After determiningthe audience and purj)ose ofa portfolio,
 
samples are selected which include assignments that students engage
 
in on a daily and weekly basis. Samples which might be included are
 
audiotapes oforal reading,entriesfrom student-keptjournals and
 
literature logs,selectionsfrom a student's writingfolder,and projects
 
ofvarious subject areas which required reading and writing(Vavrus,
 
1990).
 
Seidel and Walters(1992)elaborated on the various items that
 
may be included in a portfolio. A portfolio may contain various kinds
 
ofstudent work such as: (a)written materia s—drafts,notes,logs;
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 (b)videotapes ofpresentations,performances,and conversations;(c)
 
photographs ofa final piece ofwork;(d)audiftapes ofperformances
 
or readings;and(e)art work—drawings,sketches, paintings, models.
 
and maps.
 
What are the Roles ofthe Teacher and the Student?
 
Because portfolio assessmentis aform oli"evaluation in the whole
 
language model,the role ofthe teacher who implements the use of
 
portfolios encompasses the same theoretical goals as that ofan:^ whole
 
language teacher. As stated by Glazer&Bfown(1993),teachers
 
need to create a classroom environment thatincludes:(a)
 
encouraging students to take risks while prolducing language,
 
(b)sharing decision-making and control in language learning,
 
and(c)merging instruction and assessment
 
To accomplish these goals,certain specific tasks and roles need to
 
be established for hoth the teacher and the students to ensure thatthe
 
use ofportfolios jdeld the maximum educational benefits. Tierney,
 
Carter,&Desai(1991)discussed various rolesto be assumed for both
 
teachers and students who use portfolios. According to the autiiors,
 
the teacher needs to plan for studentinvolveiment,interaction,and
 
participation in classroom activities; provide time for activities that
 
encourage decision-making,reflecting,reading,and responding;
 
provide instruction and modeling ofexpectations;assess student
 
process and product effort, progress,and achievement;and use
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information collected from conferencing with the student about his or
 
her portfolio to guide instructional direction. Asforthe role ofthe
 
student,the authorsfeel students should be involved in choosing their
 
own writing topics and reading material;organize, maintain,and
 
accept responsibility for their portfolios; collect and select writinig and
 
reading samples to analyze and compare;colhaborate with others,or
 
the teacher,to identify personalstren^hs an|d weaknesses;perf
 
selfand peer assessment;and set goals.
 
In examining the literature on portfolio Assessment,the findings
 
indicated that there is no longera clear distipction between the roles
 
orm
 
ofthe teacher and the student.
 
Traditionally,teachers have assigned w(j>rk to students wif
 
little or ho explanation aboutthe purpose ofthe assignmeni:
 
Explanations about how the assignment wasto be completed
 
were usually abundant,but students raiely understood the
 
purpose behind the practice. Also,they^ere seldom allowed to
 
be part ofthe evaluation process.
 
In contrast,the portfolio classroom is a child-centered one.
 
Teachers in these classrooms trust children to learn—not only
 
from their mistakes butfrom their strengths as well. (De Hna,
 
1992,pp.41-42)
 
Portfolio assessment allows for an interactive relationship
 
between the teacher and the student;hence,what begins as a teacher
 
role often develops into a student role. As discussed by Routmain
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(1991),when selectingsamplesfor the student's portfolio,the se ection
 
process may begin with the teacher choosing,orthe teacher anc
 
student choosing together, until the studenti^ confident to make the
 
selections. This selection process will continue until the teacher and
 
student are readyfor the student to do most ofthe selecting: "In any
 
case,students and teachers need to know and be able to articulate
 
i
 
whythey are choosing a particular piecefortle portfolio"(p.33i).
 
Routman(1991)explains thatin the beginning the teacher
 
guides the students through the process by hjiving the students
 
describe whatis significant about the pieces tpey have chosen,
 n
 
addition,the teacher questions the students in order to make them
 
think about and evaluate their work. Some questions mightinclude:
 
"Do you notice an3d:hing about this piece ofwidting that is significant
 
for you?" "What are your strengths?" "What do you think yon. have
 
improved on?""How might you have made tlis piece better?" The
 
author believes that as this process continues the students begiiii to
 
i
 
emulate the desired steps: "Eventually,students should be able jto
 
identify their own progress,strengths,needs and future goals"|
 
(p.331).
 
De Fina(1992)also addresses the changling roles between :he
 
teacher and student,in this case,regarding the area ofstudent self-

assessment. The author states that once teachers have modeled self-

evaluation techniques and the use ofchecklists and criteria guitjles
 
they would like their students to use,the stuqents,over time,
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internalize and apply these learned standards to their work.
 
According to Tiemey,Carter,& Desai(1991),teachers who
 
encourage students to engage in selfand peer evaluation,empower
 
their students to take control oftheir learninjI. Therefore,students
 
who are involved in self-assessmentlearn that they play a major role
 
in their own learning. This is what makesthp use ofportfolios
 ^o
 
powerful.
 
How are Portfolios Evaloated?
 
Portfolios can be evaluated according to standards generated by
 
teachers,students and other concerned parties,or on the grovdih
 
demonstrated within an individual portfolio As stated by Vavrus
 
(1990),"The key to scoring portfolios is in setting standards relative to
 
your goals for studentlearning..."(p.53).
 
The teacher,students,and others concemed mustcome together
 
to create the criteria on which their assessment will be based in order
 
to establish whatthey will look for in the portfolios. Those involved
 
mustcome to a mutual consensus regarding whattheir goals,
 
standards,and criteria will be(Seidel& Walters,1992).
 
According to Vavrus(1990),an evaluation scale, which lists a
 
progression ofstandards to be met,should bei created and samples,
 
which representeach level,should be established. This gives the
 
evaluators ofportfolios something concrete to go by when reviewing
 
portfolios.
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Asfor the evaluation process itself,Tiemey,Carter,& Desai
 
(1990)offer six evaluative guidelines: (a)the teacher and student
 
discuss the goals ofthe portfolio,the process and guidelines for
 
selecting samples,and points out strengths which maybe included in
 
the self-evaluation report;(b)reading and writing samples are
 
collected bythe student;(c)the student selects pieces to include in the
 
portfolio and consults with peers,parents,and the teacher to help
 
develop self-evaluation notesfor the pieces selected;(d)the student
 
reviews the entire portfolio in order to develo]3a self-evaluative
 
summary;(e)portfolio,self-evaluation notes.and self-evaluativ
 
summary are shared with teacher and parents;and(f)the teacher
 
conferences with each student to discuss the student's self-evaluation
 
report and to help guide the student's instructional needs.
 
Are such evaluative steps effective? Does self-evaluation traly
 
enhance a student's learning? The personal
 
(1990)offer an insight to how teachers—by e mpowering the stu
 
through self-evaluation-—can enhance learning in the classrooi
 
Over time,I began to see more diversity and depth to their
 
writing,their reading,and their respons<3s to literature. I
 
discovered that the students knew themiselves as learners better
 
than anyone else. They set goals for themselves andjudged how
 
well they had reached those goals. Thej thoughtfully and
 
honestly evaluated their own learning vith far more detail and
 
introspection than Ithought possible. Ultimately,they showed
 
oi:
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me who they were as readers, writers,tljinkers,and human
 
beings, (pp.25-26)
 
As noted in Riefs reflections,as wellas tljie other literature
 
reviewed in this section,portfolio assessment provides a viable
 
alternative to traditional methods ofstudent Evaluation such as
 
standardized testing. Portfolios expand the roles ofboth the teacher
 
and student,and also allow a wider audience including parents and
 
the administrators,to gain a greater understjanding ofthe leanling
 
process.
 
By having students take greater responsjibility in their own
 
learning and decision making—akey aspect ofthe whole language
 
philosophy ofteaching and learning—learning becomes part ofan
 
ongoing process,rather than simply product oriented outcomes.
 
The students can better recognize and demonstrate their abilities;
 
hence,the students truly canshow thatthey are ".. . readers,writers.
 
thinkers,and human beings" (Rief, 1990).
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 APPENDIX:
 
ASSESSMENTINTO THE CLASSRQOM(GRADES 1-5)
 
■ -by' ■ ' 
Arlene L.Garnett 
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 INTRODUCTION
 
This handbook is designed to help teachers(grades 1-5)
 
implementthe use ofportfolio assessmentinto their classrooms.
 
■ ' ' . . . ■ 
Portfolio assessment is an authentic method ofstudent evaluation that
 
enables teachers to acquire an ongoing pictunjoftheir students as
 
readers, writers,and thinkers. This t3q)e ofassessment meets tl^e
 
philosophical needs oftoday's holistic methods ofteaching and
 
learning as well asinvolving students into the process ofself-

evaluation.
 
Through the use ofthis handbook,teachers willlearn: (a)what
 
portfolio assessment entails,and(b)how to use samples ofstudent
 
work and variousforms/assessments aimed at documenting student
 
growth.
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SECTION ONE:
 
WHATPORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT ENTAILS
 
Whatis a Portfolio?
 
A portfolio is a systematic and organized collection ofstudent
 
work which serves as a basis for ongoing evalnation. Portfolios jreflect
 
actual day-to-daylearning activities ofstudents and their reflections
 
based on their work. A portfolio documents ^tudent development
 
(strengths and weaknesses)and focuses on growth. Portfolios
 
should also project a student's ongoing efforts, progress,and
 
accomplishments over a period oftime so th4t growth can be
 
observed(De Fina,1992).
 
How is a Portfolio Different From a Student Work Folder?
 
A work folder holds everything a student produces in class A
 
portfolio contains student selected,teacher scdected,and studeijt and
 
teacher selected work which represents whata student haslearned
 
and accomplished over a period oftime(Seidel& Walters, 199!^).
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WhatDoes a Portfolio Look Like?
 
Portfolios maytake manyforms—from a piece offolded
 
construction paper to a strong cardboard box for each student.
 
Whatever ateacher decides to use for their students portfolios
 
depends on the amount ofroom available. In any case,what you
 
choose should hold what you wantto putin it and should be easily
 
accessible to the both the teacher and studen . Items held in aportfolio
 
may include samples ofthe student's work,anecdotal notes,thu^
 
student's self-evaluations,collaborative notes made by the student
 
and the teacher,and other variousforms ofauthentic assessments.
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What Goesinto a Portfolio?
 
What goesinto a portfolio depends on thei audience for which the
 
portfolio wasintended and the purpose it will serve. The audience
 
might consist ofteachers,principals,and parents. Teachers,as :he
 
audience,would use portfolios to determine the effectiveness of
 
classroom instruction,evaluate student growth, monitor classroom
 
progress,and examine ifgoals ofthe curriculum were being met.
 
Principals and parents,as the audience,would review portfolios to
 
learn ofstudent progress and growth(Far West Laboratory for
 
Educational Research and Development,1991a).
 
Once the audience is determined,the purpose ofthe portfol10can
 
be established. Purposesfor portfolios mayinclude: communication.
 
reflection,and choice. Portfolios may be use^ to communicate with
 
parents about student growth. Portfolios prcvide a non-threatcining
 
place where students can reflect on personal growth and document
 
learning. In addition,portfolios provide students with a choice-—a
 
choice that enables students to choose whatthey consider to be
 
important about their learning and growth Far West Laboratory
 
for Educational Research and Development,1991a).
 
After determining the audience and purpose ofa portfolio
 
samples a^re selected from assignments that students engage in on a
 
daily and weekly basis. Samples which migpt beincluded are
 
audiotapes oforal reading,entriesfrom student-keptjournals and
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literature logs,selectionsfrom a student's writing folder,and projects
 
ofvarious subject areas that required reading and writing(Vavms,
 
1990).
 
How are Portfolios Evalulated?
 
Portfolios can be eyaluated according to Standards generated by
 
teachers,students and other concerned parti^,or on the growt
1
 
demonstrated within an individual portfolio(Vavrus,1990). Tlite
 
teacher,students,and others concerned mustcome together to create
 
the criteria on which their assessment will be based in order to
 
establish whatthey willlook forin the portfo!ios. Those involved must
 
come to a mutual consensus on what will be tjheir goals,standaids.
 
and criteria(Seidel& Walters,1992).
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SECTION TWO:
 
DISCUSSION OF FORMS/ASSSSSMENTS
 
This section ofthe handbook is designed to explain various
 
forms/assessments thatthe teacher and student can place in the
 
portfolio to document student growth. Each form/assessment will
 
be discussed in order to demonstrate bow to use it and wbatit is
 
intended to measure. Tbis sectionis divided into five subsections tbat
 
will examine tbe following areas ofevaluatioiji:
 
PART A: TEACHER OBSERVATIONS
 
• Anecdotal Record Form
 
• Anecdotal Recording Form
 
• Literature Discussion
 
• Small Group Record Form
 
PART B: READING AND WRITING ASSESSMENT
 
• Audio Taping ofReading
 
• Functional Spelling Inventory
 
•In-Process Reading Strategies
 
• Running Record
 
PART C: STUDENT REFLECTION
 
• Accomplisbments and Goals:ReadingAVriting
 
• Looking Back
 
• Student Reflections
 
• Writing Cbecklist: Primary
 
• Writing Cbecklist: Intermediate
 
• Reflecting on Writing: Primary
 
• Reflecting on Writing: Intermediate
 
• Reading Response: Primary
 
• Student Reading Record: Intermedia;e
 
• Peer Editing Response
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PART D: STUDENT/TEACHER CONFERENCING
 
•Burke Reading Interview
 
•Student Conference Record for Reading
 
• Student Conference Record for Writing
 
• Retelling a Story
 
PART E: TEACHER/PARENT COM]V^UNICATION
 
•Parent Response Form
 
•Parent Conference Form:Portfolio Assessment
 
Theforms and various types ofassessments presented in this
 
section allow the teacher to pick and choose an assessment accoirding
 
to the desired type ofevaluation. Through th(3 use oftheseforms1/
 
assessments,the teacher is also able to assess actual day-to-day
 
activities to document student growth. Howe v^er,these evaluative
 
methods are merely guidesfor teachers and may be altered as leeded
 
to meetthe needs ofthe teacher and the students.
 
Unlike standardized testing, which offers a limited view ofthe
 
students'abilities based on ranking and percentages that emphasize
 
areas ofneed over areas ofgrowth,the forms/assessments in this
 
handbook allow the teacher to gain a more d(}tailed view ofwhattheir
 
students can do. They also allow the students to play a more ac
:ive
 
role in their own learning—elements that coi ncide with the whole
 
language philosophy ofteaching and learning.
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 PARTA:
 
TEACHER OBSERVATIONS
 
This section is designed to focus on variousdbservations the
 
teacher can make to documenta student's strengthsand weaknesses.
 
Teacher ohseiwations are one ofthe mostimportantforms ofstudent
 
evaluation.
 
Anecdotal Record Form &Anecdotal Recprding Forni
 
These t3^es ofrecQrds docuiiient a teachisr's observation en one
 
mcident inyolviiig a student(s). The Aniecdotal
 
the daitev subject observed,and describes the i; structional situation
 
and task along with the behavior observed arid its importance. The
 
Anecdotal RecordiiagForin is designed so thgt the teacher can
 
quick anecdotal notes oh mailing labels and tjhen place these refordsin
 
the student's portfolio.
 
Literature Discussio|n
 
Thisform is used by the teacher to documenta group's use of
 
discussion strategies. The strategies mayinclude such items as
 
participation,sta5ring on the topic,encouraging others,use ofactive
 
listening skills,askingfor clarification,and speaking clearly and
 
loudly. The information gained enables the teacher to plan
 
instructional activities thatfocus on the heeds ofthe groups,
 
as well as provide individual guidancefor students.
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Small Group Record Form
 
Thisform is used by the teacher to document observations of
 
small groups or partner activities. During this type ofobservation,the
 
teacher makes notes on the interaction amongst the group members.
 
From this observation,the teacher learns whatkinds ofsocial skills
 
the students have as well asother group-oriented skills such as
 
participation. Cooperation,encouragement and praise to other group
 
members,and problem-solving. The insights gained from this
 
observation informs the teacher on whattypes ofskills the students
 
need to improve on in order to enhance smal group and partner
 
activities.
 
Video Taping
 
The video taping ofstudent presentations and performances
 
enables the teacher to observe the studentin a differentsetting,as
 
well as documentthe Student's ability to participate,cooperate,and
 
communicate. From this observation,the teacher gains insigh:s into
 
the areas highlighted for further instruction or practice.
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Anecdotal Record Form
 
Date:
 
Student's Name:.
 
Subject:.
 
Instructional Situation:
 
Instructional Task:
 
Behavior Observed:
 
This behavior wasimportant because:_
 
Teacher Created Materials,1992
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 Anecdotal Recordi]tig Form ■ 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Place Mailing Place Mailing
 
Label Here Label Here
 
Arlene Garnett,1993
 
■ 
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■ 
■ • ■ 
Literature Discuission
 
Group:. Date:
 
1. Whatgroup discussion strategies are beirlg used well? (When
 
possible, note student using strategy.)
 
2. What discussion strategies does the group need to have brought to
 
its attention?
 
LynnK.Rhodes,1993
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Small Group RecoI•d Form
 
Date:
 
Kind ofGroup(cooperative learning,partnei♦Sj etc^­
Names of Students: 
Subject: 
Tnstrnctinnfll Tbst: 
Behavior Observed: 
This bebavinr was impnrtant because-
Teacher CreatedMaterials, 1992 
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PARTB:
 
READING AND WRITING ASSESSMENT
 
In this section,the teacherleams how to evaluate his/her
 
students in reading and writing by carr5ring (j)Ut variousforms of
 
assessment. The assessmentsfound in this section enable the teacher
 
to conduct authenticforms ofassessmentby Evaluating a student's
 
everyday work in reading and writing.
 
AudioTaping Student Reading
 
Through the audio taping ofa Student's reading,ateacher can
 
identify a student's miscues,self-corrections,and reading strategies,
 
The audio taping ofastudentreading also enables the teacher to
 
record the student'sfluency and growth over a period oftime. This
 
audio taping should he placed in the student' portfolio forfuture use
 
and documentation ofstudent growth.
 
Functional Spelling Analysis
 
This assessment allows the teacher to d termine the percentage
 
ofwordsspelled conventionally and functionally within a sample of
 
student writing. This type ofassessment may be done periodically
 
over the year—once a quarter.
 
To find the percentage ofwords spelled conventionally anc
 
functionally,one mustcount the total number ofwords in a sample of
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writing,including the title and the phrase"Ttie End." Next,you count
 
the number oferrors,then subtract this num3erfrom the total svord
 
count. The resultis then divided bythe total liumber ofwords Tiis
 
result is the percentage ofconventional words spelled. The final step is
 
to subtract the percentage ofconventional wi rdsfrom 100 to firid the
 
percentage offunctional words spelled(Busc1, 1990).
 
The Functional Spelling Inventory also^vesthe teacher an
 
opportunity to identify the strategies their students use when spelling
 
The strategy categories included in the inventory are: (a)spell Ijay the
 
way it sounds(sound/symbol relationship);(b)spell by articulation
 
(position oftongue when saying words,vowels represented by a single
 
letter,and vowels omitted);(c)spell by visual awareness(visual
 
memory);(d)spell by using rules(silent"e",fdurals,etc.);(e)spell by
 
analogy(wrong use ofhomophones and collapse or extension of
 
semantic units);(f)spell by using known wordsfor unknown words;
 
and(g)spell by using a group ofletters as placeholders for meaning
 
(Busch,1990).
 
To use thisform ofassessment,the teacher selects a sample ofthe
 
student's writing to be analyzed. After identif3dng all the misspelled
 
words,the teacher writes these words on theiform in the funct onal
 
spelling section and then writes the correct spelling for each in the
 
conventional spelling section so that the functional and convenitional
 
spelling ofthe words are side byside. Next,the teacher checks the
 
strategies used by the studentin the appropriate boxes.
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In-Process Reading Strategies
 
This checklist may be used to record a student's use ofvarious
 
strategies duringthe reading ofa text. The d|ita obtained from t'his
 
checklist,administered several times over th4 year,allows the teacher
 
to determine ifthe studentis making progressin his or her use 3f
 
various strategies. By keeping records ofthe text read,a teacher can
 
also determine ifstrategies used by the studeint changefrom one text
 
to another.
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Running Record
 
A running record is a procedure used for documenting a reading
 
observation; the reading strategies used byth16 student and their
 
comments aboutthe text read.
 
Procedure:
 
1.Select a book that is somewhatfamiliar to the student or he/she
 
has read before.
 
2.Make a copy ofthetext or use a blank sheet ofpaper for
 
markings.
 
3.Ask the studentto read the text aloud then mark your copy or
 
blank sheet ofpaper asthe student realids.
 
4.While the student is reading,noteany comments,miscues,or
 
self-corrections.
 
5.After the runningrecord is taken,ask yourselfquestions about
 
the strategies the student used when reading:
 
• Whatcues doesthe student depend on?
 
• Is whatthe student read grammaticallycorrect?
 
Does the student use visualcues?
 
• Doesthe student self-correct?
 
• Is the student aware when his/her reading does not make
 
sense?
 
• Where on the reading scale(grade level)would you place the
 
student by this reading?
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 I 
student|
 
response
 
actual
 
text
 
actual
 
text
 
big
 
student
 
response I sc
 
actual
 
text
 
yj, I
 
Rj 

th
 
Markings ofRunning Record
 
Correctresponse
 
Substitions: studentsubstitutes a word for
 
the actual text.
 
Ommissions: studentleaves outa word.
 
Insertion: Studentaddsa word.
 
Student self-corrects
 
Studentrepeatsa word
 
Studentrepeats words enclosed two times.
 
Appeal: studentlooks to the teacherfor
 
assistance.
 
Told: teacher told the studentthe word.
 
Studenttries sounding outthe vord(write
 
letter(s)in lower case)
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 B	 Studenttries to identify the word bysaying
 
the letter(s)(write letter(s)in upper case)
 
To calculate errors and self-corrections made bythe student;
 
RW= Running words(niunber ofwordsin textijead).
 
E = Errors(mistakes made during reading).
 
SG = Self-corrections(studentfixed his/her err^r).
 
RW
 
ERRORRATE: = Ratio 1:.
 
E
 
Example: 
43 
= Ratio 1:7 (an error occursin one out ol every 
seven words) 
ACCURACY: 100 -
RW 
E 
xlOO 
Example: 100- X 100=85.5%
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ANALYSISOFERRORS(according to accuracy)
 
___	Easy 95-100%
 
Instructional 90-94%
 
Hard 50-89%
 
SELF-CORRECTIONS: E+SC
 
SO
 
Example: 6-h3 Ratio 1:3 (the stude:nt self-corrects one put of
 
every3words)
 
. i
 
SCRATE:
 
1:1 —1:2 excellent
 
1:3 —1:5 good
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Running Record(Example)
 
93
Name_Ani^L2n Date
 
Book Title: Tommyatthe GroceryStorehy Grossman&Chess(Trumpet)
 
Text Running
 
Record
 
^ rnpH^T. y y/
Tommy's mommyleft poorTommy
 
Sitting atthe grocery store. y y y
 
The grocer fotrnd poorTommy sitting, y y y trffe y
 
/ / door
Playing on the grocery floor. i^ v/ 
-floor
y
 
HethoughtthatTommy wassalami '|| I A— y y \sc y
ihOugM--rri iym' J — J 7" Vv5s|
 
•I f
 
/ ■ Sft]And set him on the deli shelf. y y y J1,
 
/ JlimtmL.
And Tommysatamongsalamis, y
TomrAy y Amon^l
 
Softly sobbing to himself.
 y. y y y
 
Teacher's Observation:
 
Text:(feiow^/Unknown Reading Level: 3
 
Student Comments:
 
^J^nurYu^ oL^Cc/n'-^' jtiJeju Oy ztb . yJcryruYf
't 
Reading Strategies Used: clu^, c.9r\iaAt±r^ -&■ .^oAffKu (1^ 
Summary of Student's Reading: 
(hvtfurru^'^ iAi^adlnf^ jic^ xiti£JL chtrppt^, 
Uvvt/C 
JVLOUttAU^. 
Adapted fromMarie Clay, 1985 
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Functional Spelling Inventory
 
Writer. Age
 
Text(s)
 
#ofwords #ofconventional spellings
 
Date
 
#offunctional spellings
 
Item# :
 
ConventionalSpjelling
 
Functional Spcilling
 
Phoneme/GxapiJieine
 
1. Asitsounds
 
2. Asit articulates
 
3. By visual awareiless/
 
visual memory
 
Syntactic
 
4. By using rules
 
5. By analogy
 
Pragmatic
 
6. Usingknown word
 
forunknown
 
7. Using placeholdersfor
 
meaning
 
ICatharine Busch,1990
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In-Process Reading Strategies
 
Student's Name
 
E=Uses strategy in a consistently JSfffective way
 
S=Strategy is Sometimes used effectively and sometimes ineffectively,
 
I =Uses strategy in consistently Jneffective way.
 
N=Notobserved to use strategy.
 
Text& Texl; Text& Text& Text&
 
Date Date Date Date Date
 
Looks back
 
Rereads
 
Skips
 
Substitutes word
 
Asks for help
 
Uses graphophonic cues
 
Uses pictures/visual cues
 
Uses context
 
Uses background information
 
Self-corrects miscues
 
Recognizes miscue
 
Notes
 
Adaptedfrom Lynn K,Rhodes,1993
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Running Record
 
Name. Date 
Book Title: 
Text Running 
Record 
Teacher's Observation:
 
Text: Known/Unknown Reading Level:
 
Student Comments:
 
Reading Strategies Used:
 
Summary ofStudent's Reading:
 
Adapted from Marie Clay,1985
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PARTC:
 
STUDENT REFLECTION
 
This section is designed to involve the studentin the education
 
process by having the student be respoiisible ibr evaluating his or her
 
own strengths and weaknesses. In addition,tpe student is askecl to
 
reflect and respond on his or her work,and otlher students'worll,as
 
well as make goalsfor themselvesin reading and writing.
 
The information gained from student reflection is very valilable
 
for the teacherin instructing and guiding the studentin reading and
 
writing.
 
Accomplishments and Goals:ReadingAVriting
 
Thisform is used by the student as a self-t-reflection on er
 
accomplishments and goals in reading or writing. In looking at the
 
student's reflections,the teacher can see grovjiHh in the student's ability
 
to self-evaluate as well as gear instruction to help students mee their
 
goals in reading and writing.
 
Looking Back
 
Through the use ofthis form,a student br a small group of
 
students are able to reflect on an activity theV did on a particular day
 
or week. From this student self-reflection, th[(e teacher is able to gain
 
insights to what the student considers anim•portant learning
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e3q)erience as well as areas in which the student needs additional help
 
to clear up any confusion that may exist.
 
Student Reflections
 
Photographs can be used to capture the students'final
 
pieces ofwork. Students may reflect on their learning by writing
 
and placing their reflections with the photogija]ph in their portfolio.
 
Writing Checklist
 
ForPrimary Students: This checklist isdesigned to be usec by
 
students to keep record oftheirown writing, It allows the student to
 
document when a piece ofwriting was edited or revised. In addition,
 
students are able to reflect on their writing >;vithin this form. For
 
students in grades 1and 2^ the teacher may need to assist or wiite in
 
the necessary notations.
 
ForIntermediate Students: This checklist is more involved in
 
thatit notes a student's first draft,peer editipg,and last draft,as well
 
as editing,revision,and student reflection.
 
Reflecting on Writing by theStudent
 
After a student has selected a piece ofWIliting to be placed in his
 
or her portfolio,the student fills outa reflectliionform,answering
 
the questions given,and attaches theform tc his/her writing. An
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alternative to thisform would be to have the student write their
 
reflections on a3x5card which could easily )e attached to theii
 
writing.
 
Reading Response:Primary&
 
Student Reading Record:Intermediate
 
Theseforms enable the student to respond to his or her reaciing by 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I 
carr3dng out a task which would demonstrate the understanding of
 
i
 
what was read. The information gained from this response giv^s the
 
I
 
teacher an idea ofthe student's levelofcomprehension.
 
Peer Editing Response
 
This type ofresponse helps both the student who is peer editing
 
and the student whose writing is being revieived. It helps the siudent
 
who is peer editing by making the student proofread another student's
 
■ ' . . ■ i ' 
writing critically in order to offer suggestions and praise. Asfor the
 
student whose writing is being reviewed,this response offers tlje
 
student a different point-of-view as well as iiieas to enhance tli|eir
 
writing.
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i 
Accomplishments a]tid Goals:
 
ReadingAVritiing
 
Stiidfint.'s Nflrrifi!
 
!
 
WhatI do wellin Reading[/Writing
 
Date
 
Date 
WhatI'm Workingonin Reacling/Writing 
1 
I . . 
1 
. 
1 
1 
Adaptedfrom Ljrnn K.Rhodes,1993 
1 
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! 
Looking Back
 
Name/Group:.
 
Date/Week of:.
 
Some things I/we did:
 
Something I /we learned well enough to teach a friend:
 
The partI/we liked best aboutthe activity was
 
SomethingI/we dont understand:
 
Adaptedfrom Fontana Unified School District,1992
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 Writing Checklist:
 
Primary
 
Date WritingAssignment Edit Revise Comlnmts
 
■ . 1 ■ ■ ■: 
1 
1 
1 
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Writing Checklist:
 
Intermediat 
Name:. Grade 
Date 
B^un 
Writing 
Assignment 
1st 
Draft 
Peer 
Edit 
Revise Si 
Ei 
elf 
iit 
Revise Peer 
Edit 
1 
Comments 
1 
i 
1 . 
i 
i 
1 
! 
j 
j 
1 
i 
1 
1 
] 
1 
1 
i 
i 
■ . 
1 
Teacher Created Materials,1992 
i 
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1 
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Reflecting on Writingi Primary
 
Name: Date; 
. 
. 
i 
■ 1 
1 
i 
! 
j 
. ' 
Title ofPiece; 
1 ' 
' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T wantthis piece in mv portfolio because 
i 
i 
1 
I 
j 
i 
, 
1 
1 j 
i j 
1 
i 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
■ . 
Mvfavorite partis)is 
■ v ■ 1 
Adapted from Teacher Created Materials,1992
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Reflecting on Writing:Intermediate
 
Name: Date
 
Title ofPiece
 
I chose this piece because
 
Its special strengths are
 
IfI were going to redo this piece now,I would
 
Teacher Created Materials,1992
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 Reading Response:Primary
 
Name:.
 
Date:_
 
I read
 
by-—
 
It had pages
 
It was easy justright hard
 
As a response to myreading,I wantto
 
do an oral report
 
write a report
 
draw a picture ofwhatthe story meantto me
 
do something different(puppetshow poster, skit,etc.)
 
Explain
 
i
 
!
 
I .' ■■ 
!
 
1
 
1
 
1
 
i
 
Adapted from Teacher Created Materials,1992
 
1
 
!
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 Student Reading Record:Intermediate
 
Name:
 
Response to]Bjbok

Date Title ofBook #ofpages
 IWritten or oral rejMjrt,other)
 
1
 
■| 
■ . ■ 1 
1 
1
 
Teacher Created Materials, 1992 
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Peer Editing Response
 
The piece I read was 
by — 
The bestthing aboutthis piece is 
. i 
1 
It would be even betterif 
! 
i 
1 
1 
1 
i 
! 
i 
1 
i 
■ 
1 
1 
i 
1 
i 
1 
j 
j 
PeerEditor Date 
Teacher Created Materials,1992 
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PARTD:
 
STUDENT/TEACHER CONE IRENCING
 
In this sectlGn,the teacher learns that conferencing with 1,1le
 
student can be beneficial and also informativfi.
e Conferencing between
 
the student and teacher offers manyinsights and establishes a
 
partnership between the two in learning.
 
Burke Reading Interview
 
1
 
This interview is designed to assistthe teacher in gaining insights
 
into a reader's beliefsaboutthe reading procjesS. Through this
 
interview,the teacher learns how a studentjcopes with difficult text,
 
whatthe student considers a good reader to be like,the reading
 
strategies the student employs and would recommend to others,and
 
the student's self-evaluation on his or her oivn strengths and
 
weaknesses in reading. From these insights,the teacher can make
 
instructional decisions on how best to help the studentin deveJoping
 
better reading stratei^eS which enable the ^tudent to focUs on
 
meaning when reading.
 
Note: This interview should be audio taped and the questions
 
should he asked verbatim. However,some questions may need to be
 
restated or rephrased ifthe student does not appear to understand the
 
original question. Also,try not to getinvohedin a conversatiin or
 
strayfrom the questions. This causes the fpcus ofthe interview to
 
be lost.
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 Student Conference Record for Reading
 
Thisform may be used by teachers to document conferences
 
with students on their reading. Thisform prompts students inllo
 
discussing their reading(s)and offers students a choice ofreader
 
response activities like writing a report,drawing a picture/postLr,
 
presenting an oral report, writing aletter to the author,and any other
 
response thatshowsthe reader's understanding ofthe text read.
 
Student Conference Record for Writing
 
Thisform may be used by teachers to document conferences
 
with students on their writing. The questions on thisform proLipt
 
the students into discussing their writing by having them reflect on
 
where they are in the writing process and Vf]hat they like or wantto
 
change about their chosen piece.
 
Retelling a Story
 
Through the use ofthis form,the teactier gains insights o;fa
 
student's ability to retell a story read. After a student has reacjl a story,
 
the teacher conferences with the student. The teacher asks the
 
student to retell the story he or she has read in order to evaluate the
 
students ability to summarize the story,iOiielude information from the
 
text as well as inferred, make connections with his or her own life.
 
give an opinion ofthe textread,and ask additional questions related to
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the story.
 
The information gained from the retellirg ofa story enables the
 
teacher to guide students instructionallyin order to help the students
 
make sense oftheir reading as well as comprehend whatthey
 lave
 
read.
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Burke ReadingIn erview
 
Name. Age Date
 
Educational Level. Sex • Interview setting
 
Interviewer
 
1. When you are reading and you come to something you don't know,
 
what do you do?
 
Do you ever do anything else?
 
2. Whois the bestreader you know?
 
3. What makes her/him a good reader?
 
4. Do you think that(s)he ever comes to soijnething(s)he doesn t
 
know when she's/he's reading?
 
5. YES—When(s)he doescome to somethjing(s)he doesn't know,
 
whatdo you think(s)he does aboutit?
 
NO—SUPPOSEthat(s)he does come to something that(s)he
 
doesn'tknow,whatdo you think(s)he does aboutit? PRETEND
 
(Continued)
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culty reading,how
 
would you help them?
 
7. What would yourteacher do to help thatj(erson?
 
8. How did youleam to read? Whatdidthey do to help you leaim?
 
9. Whatwould you hke to do better asa rea
 
10. Do you think that you are a good reader]?
 
Whatmakes you think so?
 
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
 
Caro]ynBurke,Indiana University,1981
 
CSUSB,Readily Clinic(July1992)
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 Student Conference Record for Reading
 
Date:
 
Student's Name:.
 
Whatis the title ofthe book you are reading?
 
Who wrote it?
 
Have you read other books by this author?
 
Whydid you choose this book?
 
Tell mesomething aboutthe story so far.
 
Whatwould you like to do when you finish thi^ book?(Options: write a report,
 
draw a poster,give an oral reportto the class. write a letter to thejauthor,etc.)
 
Would you like to read another book by thissame author?Why?
 
j
 
i
 j
 
Teacher Comments:
 
i
 
1
 
.
 
1 ,
 
i
 
1
Teacher Created Materials,1992
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Student Conference Record for Writing
 
Date;.
 
Whatis the title ofthe piece you are working()n now?
 
Whatkind ofpiece is it?(story,poem,essay report,'etc.) 1
 
1 ■ 
How far have you gottenin the writing process3? (rough draft,self-editing. 
peer editing,poHshing) 
Whatdo you plan to do next with this piece?
 
r ■ 
Whatdo you like best about this piece?
 
Is there an5d;hing you would like to change on this piece?
 
Teacher Comments:
 
Teacher Created Materials,1992
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■ 
 Retelling a St
 
Student's Name 
Title and Author ofRook 
1. Includesinformation directly 
in the text. 
U©— 
Date 
■ 
Hardl 
1 ' 
Some 
Gradj 
always 
2. Includesinferred information 
in the text. 
3. Includes whatis mostimportant. 
4. Includes asummary or a 
generahzation. 
5. Includes connections to 
the reader's life. 
6. Includes an attachment to 
reading(likes or dislikes). 
7. Recognizes the author's 
organization and audience. 
8. Asks additional questions. 
Adapted from De Fina,1992 
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PARTE
 
TEACHER/FARENT COMMllJNIGATION
 
The forms used in this section are desigiaed to communicatje to
 
parents the role portfolios playin their child's education. In ad(ption,
 
the teacher can gain insights into how parepts view their child'i
 
portfolio.
 
Parent Response Fotm
 
Thisform is to be filled outby the student's parent after th^ey have
 
reviewed their child's portfolio. TheinformMion gathered from this
 
form gives the teacherinsights to what the parentlearned about their
 
child based on the contents ofthe student's portfolio. Thisforpi also
 
gives the parents an opportunity to offer comments,suggestions,
 
or questions concerning their child's portfolio.
 
Parent Conference Form: Portfolio Assessment
 
Tliisform is to be used as a supplementto the student's regular
 
report card to inform parents on what part the portfolio played in
 
their child's evaluation.
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ParentResponse Form
 
Student Name .Grade
 
Parent Signature Date
 
Please answer the following questions:
 
What did you learn from looking at your child's portfolio?
 
What did you like best about your child's portfolio?
 
WTiat else would you like to see in the portfolio?
 
Do you have any questions about anjdihing in the portfolio?
 
Adaptedfrom Fontana Unified School District,1992
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Parent Conference Form:
 
Portfolio Assessment
 
Date:
 
Student's Name
 
Contents ofPortfolio:
 
Degree of
Assignment Completed
 
Success
 
• !
 
1
 
i
 
j ,
 
■ ■ 	 1 ■ ■ . • 
1 
•
 
1
 
1
 
1
j
 
i
 
j
 
Parent	 Teacher j
 
1 
Teacher Created Materials,1992 
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